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A Brief

FOREWORD
by Our Managing Director

Hello Vanke fans and friends! Welcome

The main line-up centres around one of our core

back to our second issue of the Vanke

values – Sustainability – evident from our conversations

Insider. In the last few months, Vanke has

with both our main architects, Hannes Pfau and Garett

forged ahead with our goals of innovation

Hwang of UNStudio and our local architect, Lillian Tay

and sustainability, bringing you this issue of

of Veritas. We aim to bring thoughtful consideration of

fresh ideas and new content for our projects

issues that affect the future needs of our cities,

and events.

balancing it with environmental protection.

At the heart of environmental conservation is our
commitment to how we inhabit our habitat and how big
a footprint we leave behind on our planet. Echoing the
saying Earth is the only home we have, we consider
how sustainability efforts both in China and in Malaysia
uphold this value.

With that said, we thank you for joining us on this
journey. I hope you enjoy this issue, learn a thing or
two and get ready for an exciting future with us in
Vanke. Let’
s say “Hello Sustainability!” as we say
“Hello Malaysia!”
.
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Dissecting Urbanization by
Lillian Tay

Urbanization & Sustainable Design Thinking

Vanke Insider sits down with Lillian Tay, Principal of VERITAS and the
incumbent President of Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia (PAM), or the Malaysian
Institute of Architects, to gather her thoughts on various challenges faced by
Malaysian cities riding a fast urbanizing wave. She shares candidly on
sustainability, urban planning and the future challenges for Malaysia’
s cities.

Lillian Tay

Dissecting Urbanization
Despite her busy schedule, Lillian Tay’
s warm disposition helped set the

Principal of VERITAS
Incumbent President of Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia (PAM)

tone of the interview as we dived right into the topic of urbanization.
“In the
course of the past 30 years, the major west coast cities of Kuala Lumpur,
Penang and Johor Bahru have seen intense urbanization. I think we need to
accept that high density is a reality and certainty for metropolitan cities
instead of the increasing sentiment against high-rise buildings (which is not
necessarily an indicator of high density), we should be looking to ensure our
big cities are livable and sustainable.”she starts off.

Big cities in Malaysia frequently experience urban in-migration as they are
the nexus of job creation and are important to the health of the national

01.

economy. Along with growth factors, such as an established legal framework,
competitive cost, multi-lingual working population and a maturing service
industry, Malaysian cities are strong international contenders that attract
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and multinational companies (MNCs).
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Dissecting Urbanization
As a city, Kuala Lumpur experiences this phenomenon and provides a place to
nurture innovation and build the K-economy. Urbanization is a sign that bigger
things are on the way for Kuala Lumpur and it will one day take its place among
the major cities in the world. Naturally, during the evolution of a city, densification
will happen and as more people move into the city centre, it will create a critical
mass that will encourage efficient usage of mass public transportation, realizing
the government’
s investment in these systems.

Unpacking this thought further is the idea that Kuala Lumpur and the Klang Valley
has seen a proliferation of Transit-Oriented Developments (TODs) in the last
decade that seeks to alleviate congestion in the city centre during peak hours.
“Road congestion is a complex problem that needs to be addressed not just by
building new public transport infrastructure but also reviewing and changing
existing planning regulations to be able to achieve the aspired future where public
transport will help address current road congestion and connectivity in cities.
We are all aware by now of the importance of the‘last mile’
connectivity
needed to raise public transport ridership numbers. We are currently only utilizing
less than 20% of the capacity of our rail transit system in KL,” mentions Lillian as
she shares how this number needs to increase to reduce dependence on private
vehicular transport that causes congestion.
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On the reverse side of the coin, TODs need to be
carefully assessed especially when planned in the city
outskirts such as suburban low-density residential
areas or small suburban town centres where the
existing urban planning and road infrastructure are
unable to accommodate the sudden insertion of
high-density development. In some cases, the TODs
can adversely disrupt and compromise the livability of
established housing areas and communities.
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Efficiency of Land Use in City Centres

“You see, high-rise doesn’
t necessarily equate to high-density. This is a
common misconception that people have about developments in a city
centre,”she continues. This chicken-and-egg conundrum is one of the main
issues that architects and planners face when they are looking to achieve an
efficient design, especially in land use.

“Planning regulations in our towns and cities tend to create‘island
developments’that are intrinsically unfriendly to pedestrians. In addition,
perimeter green area requirements, further creates a soft fence around each
building, making the island effect worse. Instead of encircling buildings and
lining driveways, these mandatory green area requirements will be better
used if they are all placed along the street edge, creating a more pleasant
public realm with more generous well-shaded sidewalks for pedestrians and
cyclists. Such island planning regulations result in only 50-60% of the site
used for most urban plots, thus pushing towards higher rise, higher cost
buildings. We need to rethink existing green area requirements to achieve
more meaningful greening of the city, that which promotes walkability along
our streets and creates more communal green spaces. Ultimately,
landscaping and green spaces need to be functional and not merely
ornamental,”shares Lillian.
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Another issue close to the heart of equitable land

“We can see in cities like Singapore, for example,

use and space planning within a city is the

that they have a well-integrated approach like the ERP

condition of older public housing schemes. There

zones backing up their mass rapid transit systems.

is a call for redevelopment and retro-fitting these

This incentivizes people to use public transport,”

council housing which is more sympathetic to the

quips Lillian as she segues into the hidden costs in a

environment in the long run rather than tearing

development especially for mid-range and affordable

down and rebuilding. Lillian cites examples

housing that often comes from having to buy one or

such as London and Singapore which have

two parking lots together with an apartment unit. She

community-driven policies that will invest in

highlights the need to rethink planning requirements to

urban renewal by upgrading older housing

find more effective solutions to reduce cars on city

schemes so as to maintain affordable housing

roads, reduce parking in the city and to change

within city centres.

mindsets and enhance walkability as some key
concerns that city planners must address for the

More importantly, rehabilitating and upgrading
older public housing stock in the city will help to
sustain diversity in the city population and
preserve the character of neighbourhoods by not
dislocating and destroying established urban
communities.

Kuala Lumpur is presently reviewing its current
Kuala Lumpur City Plan 2020 and preparing a
new masterplan for the next 2 decades called the
Kuala Lumpur City Plan 2040 (KLCP 2040).
“I think that this is a good time for KL to critique
the earlier plan and its current planning
requirements to achieve its goals of going
beyond a developed world-class city to being a
more sustainable, accessible and livable city for
its people,”mentions Lillian when asked about
future plans of the cities. One thing that needs a
paradigm shift is to move Malaysians’reliance on
driving private vehicles to committing to use
public transport.

long-term sustainability of the city and urban living.
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Ultimately, KL, as a collective, has to make a commitment to sustain the green goals and quality of life standards in the city, which
includes rethinking urban planning policies. Of course, when green goals are mentioned, Malaysia’
s Green Building Index (GBI)
comes to mind. The 10-year old Index has seen an area 55x KLCC’
s size, including of course the iconic Petronas Twin Towers,
certified as green, since its inception. According to Lillian, there have been significant gains realized in reduction of consumption and
waste which she would like to mention that even within Malaysia, there are cities that incentivize adoption of green building standards
or sustainability measures.

Moving Forward Together

When quizzed about an architect’
s contribution
to the evolution of KL as a city, Lillian mentioned
the importance of recognizing the input of
independent professionals like architects and
planners, being on the ground and working in the
industry across public and private sectors.“We
are eager and prepared to offer our input from our
on-the-ground working experience, to discuss and
work together with our MPs and the Governmen to

”
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A City of the Future by Caroline Bos
Speaker of WCSC 2019

A City of the Future

When we put the words‘city’and‘future’
together, what comes to mind could be
aerotrains whizzing along invisible tracks,
crystalline architecture and perhaps a light cycle
zooming into the horizon. While this may be a
possible future, the vision that UNStudio’
s
co-founder and Principal Urban Planner
Caroline Bos holds, is both more pragmatic and
people-centric. As one of the speakers at this
year’
s World Class Sustainable Cities (WCSC)
2019, Ms.Bos shares on her expertise of‘deep
planning’, what makes a city both competitive
and sustainable and the challenges of
future-proofing a city.

02.

Caroline Bos
Speaker of WCSC 2019
UNStudio’
s co-founder and Principal Urban Planner
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Introducing ‘Deep Planning’
Before we begin plumbing the depths of‘deep planning’
,
we begin with her views on sustainable urbanism.
“Sustainable urbanism is multifaceted, on one hand it is
environmentally sustainable, taking into account all areas of
energy and material use, circularity, resilience and
future-proofing. On the other hand, it is socially sustainable,
Lanterns - Copyright Plomp

human-centric, healthy, community focused, etc.,”she
begins.

The evolution of cities is a story of how it withstands the test
of time. One of the key challenges a city faces is
densification, which is a natural population growth.“We
have to take a fully integrated approach to urban design in
order to ensure sustainable growth,”continues Caroline.

Helmond - Autumn Harvest - Copyright Plomp

This integrated approach is an intersection of design and
technology in the improvement of city living. The‘deep
planning’technique

has

been

at

the

heart

of

UNStudio’
s practice for 20 years and counting. This
technique is about reconciling the different competing
scales in a city, integrating the layers of the urban system
and making them work together.

Caroline shared that her presentation at WCSC, aptly
themed Next : KL 2040, will unravel three integrated
principles worked out through different designs. The first
would be the integration of design and production in
mobility projects, followed by the integration in mixed-use
developments, culminating in the challenges of the city
and urban planning, bringing a best-of focus to problem
resolution.

Sunday Brunch - Copyright Plomp
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Facing the Future
However, the main moving part of any city is its people. The

Referring back to UNStudio’
s own evolution and the

element of unpredictability comes in when a city planner has to

establishment of UNSense, Caroline mentioned that the

predict the future usage trends of the people who reside in the

two entities have separate but interrelated focuse.

city.“In the past, urban planning tended to be very top-down,

UNStudio continues to do architecture and urban design,

but we realise that it is essential that future users take an active

while

role, express their needs and commit to long term involvement.

technological solutions and interventions for buildings and

But it needs to be a mix of vision by professionals and

cities.“Eventually, all of us as city designers and planners

participation by users,”continues Caroline.

will become, to an extent, tech companies. For example,

UNSense

simultaneously

develops

innovative

our design process has already become digitised. It is now
Professionals of diverse backgrounds and future users develop a

time to take the next step and integrate new technologies

long-term vision and strategy through real and thorough exploration

in our buildings and cities,”describes Caroline on the

of new methods.“We firmly believe in experimentation, in learning

pivotal difference behind the set-up of UNSense.

by doing,”Caroline mentions, as she directs us to the Brainport
Smart District in Helmond, Netherlands as an example of an

UNSense is unlike other tech companies in the sense that

urban development project that has incorporated new models

they are smart city thinkers who operate from the point of

on multiple levels to be fully open to the future.

view of the architect and urban planner“Our
.
solutions are
deeply integrated with design. We aim to engage smart

Rightfully, cities have always been context based–bound to

technologies, data technology and to do this in a creative

their time, place and geography and subject to everchanging

way.”The thought of designing cities purely around

conditions, while creating new typologies across locations

efficiency targets has got to go, as Caroline believes that a

simultaneously. Hence, technology, including communication

city should be experienced or lived. It is putting the

technology, is a disruptor and a factor that future planning has to

collective‘we’at the heart of the digital future of the city

take into account. As data technology becomes more pervasive

and finding appropriate solutions for our time and future.

in modern society, future planning requires this strata to be

The goal shouldn’
t be mere implementation of

taken into account. No longer is design bound by mere material

technology or data collection, but the positive impact of

requirements, but also by the complexities that arise with

humanising the built environment with adaptive solutions.

technology and data.

Amsterdam - Aureate - Copyright Plompmozes
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Competitive x Sustainable
When posed the question of competitiveness versus
sustainability, Caroline just smiled and said that she
contested the notion that you cannot have both at the
same time.“However, it requires some out of the box
IJbaan Amsterdam

thinking, for instance, looking at new forms of mobility,
such as the Hyperloop, or urban cable cars systems for
public transport. Both of these mobility types are
extremely sustainable,”explains Caroline. Having
designed these for different cities, including Gothenburg
and Amsterdam.

In this sense, Vanke’
s shared sense of utilizing technology
to improve and humanize our built environments paves
the way for collaboration in the future.

Colussus - crop
Copyright Plompmozes
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Jan Gehl Architect and Author

of Cities for the People ：Speaker of WCSC 2019
Professor, Dr.hc.Arch.MAA, FRIBA, Hon FAIA, FRAIC,
FPIA, Founding Partner Gehl Architects.
Born in Copenhagen, Denmark on 17 September 1936, Jan
Gehl’
s career has focussed on improving the quality of
urban life by reorienting city design for the pedestrian and
cyclist. The Danish architect and urban design consultant is
the founding partner of Gehl Architects.

Gehl received his Masters of Architecture from the School of
Architecture, Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts (KADK),
Copenhagen in 1960 and practiced architecture from
1960-1966. He received a research grant from KADK in
1966 to study the form and usage of public spaces,
publishing his seminal work in Life between Buildings
(1971), developing his theory on city planning and
architecture’
s influence in public life. He became a

Jan Gehl
Speaker of WCSC 2019
Professor, Dr.hc.Arch.MAA, FRIBA, Hon FAIA, FRAIC, FPIA,
Founding Partner Gehl Architects

i
ii

03.

professor of urban planning at KADK and a Visiting
i

Professor around the world. In 2000, he co-founded Gehl
Architects with Helle Soholt, holding partnership till 2011
and remains a Senior Advisor till now.

Exhibition Changing Mindsets – Jan Gehl's Life of Work. Danish Cultural Institute. Retrieved 25 October 2017
Jan Gehl. Gehl. Retrieved 25 October 2017

ii
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Key To
City Of Sydney

During his long and illustrious career, Gehl received
many awards and accolades including the Sir
Patrick Abercrombie Prize for Town Planning and
Territorial Development by the International Union
of Architects in 1993; the Civic Trust Award for
Brighton New Road Civic Trust, UK and the NYC
Award, New York City, USA in 2009

iii

and two

Danish awards, namely, the Prince Eugen Medal for
outstanding artistic achievement in architecture in
2011

iv

v

and the C.F. Hansen Medal in 2013.

“hero”of Russian fed

Gehl credits‘the

grandmother

of

humanistic

planning’
, Jane Jacobs, for drawing his attention to
the importance of human scale.

vi

One of the many

award-winning public spaces he designed was New
York’
s Times Square.

iii

NYC Award presented to Jan Gehl. Archived from the original on 2011-10-09. Retrieved 2009-11-02

iv

King presents Prince Eugen Medal. Royal Court of Sweden. Retrieved 28 February 2018.

v

C.F. Hansen Medaillen (in Danish). Akademiraadet. Archived from the original on 2015-02-02. Retrieved 27 February 2018

vi

Anderson-Oliver, M. (2013) Cities for people: Jan Gehl, Assemble Papers, 13 June 2013
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Jan Gehl’
s Profile

Profiling UNStudio Architect & Master Class Handler
at WCSC 2019
Interview with Hannes Pfau

What Drives Mr. Hannes Pfau?

We managed to catch Hannes Pfau just as he got off
another flight and the Partner at UNStudio and Director
of UNStudio Asia was his usual affable self as we chatted
about his passions, preferences and Vanke’
s first project
in Kuala Lumpur. Turns out that Vanke’
s Central/Western
division invited UNStudio to an international concept
design competition which the practice ultimately won.

“When we began on the project, we considered the size
and prominence of the site within the neighbourhood of
the KL Tower and the Kuala Lumpur Forest Eco
Park.Our research and analyses led us to place
highest importance on the environment and design a
building that is a vanguard of sustainable and environmentally friendly design,”explained Hannes.

04.

Hannes Pfau
Partner At Unstudio And Director Of Unstudio Asia
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Project Challenges, Concept & Approach
When presented with the challenge to create a mixed-use
residential building in the heart of the city while surrounded
by greenery and maximizing its urban and central location,
the practice placed quality of life and work-life balance at its
core.
“From our point of view, nature and city life do not have
to be contradictory, but can be complementary.”

b)Green & Sustainable Living–Embedded in an existing
green lung, the extension of greenery into the building

The intersection of the natural and built environments derives

includes defining a green podium to merge with rainforest

another quality for the development as a retreat in the city.

greenery and elevate green zones to the highest levels of the

This interaction offers residents of thriving metropolises

towers through dedicated natural green ventilation zones, lush

a respite from the urban pace. In terms of placemaking, the

public terraces and sky gardens.

development is a home to escape from the noise and speed
of the city, a nexus of community and social networks that

c)Iconic Design–Drawing from the diversity of local culture

extend in and outside of the neighbourhood.

and eras, the massing and facade echoes these influences for
example sun shading mechanisms in museums and mosques

With this identity in mind, the tower typology was humanized

while

to create neighbourhood-scale communities. These different

centre.

communicating a contemporary chic as an urban

qualities were imbued into different units in different towers.
Vanke’
s added value to the commercial identity of the

d)Balanced Lifestyle Needs–Enabling and promoting

development makes a difference to the residents and their

healthy lifestyles and interaction between different programs

quality of life. The design process within the adherence to

and user groups and a self-sustaining development led to

local codes makes it a good design challenge to make

integrating physical, social and mental wellbeing needs

architecture appealing, functional and compliant to local

through the podium to establish programmatic balance.

codes.

Elements of slow to dynamic pace, exclusivity and destination
dining are all balanced with comfort and luxury.

In terms of concept, there are four key points guiding the
design process:

Due to the position of the project adjacent to a nature reserve,
green design became the main driver of the project. Naturally,

a)Masterplan – Local culture and proximity to KL Tower’
s

sustainability features such as green corridors draw the eye

function as an observatory led to a consideration of the

up the facade of the towers, through green pockets, terraces,

Islamic lunar eclipse system. This translated into key view

and between the buildings; multi-level greenery allows for

corridors and focal points where the towers are arranged in

natural ventilation throughout the

resemblance to the crescent moon cycle, preserving key

green spaces on the podium and terraces from the roof park

vistas of the Petronas Twin Towers and lush urban forests

to the ground floor garden, all add to the allure of living and

for future inhabitants.

shopping within the development.

floors and the outdoor
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Personal Touch
In terms of a predominant style, UNStudio has always
customized their designs and in KL, they focused on the
combination and

distribution of the different programs. In

marrying functionality and accessibility, each individual part
supports each other to create a 24/7 activated building that is
commercially, ecologically and socially successful. The main
aim of making great, smart architecture that excites and
pleases users is what drives Hannes and UNStudio’
s narrative.
The KL project is designed to be groundbreaking in how
sustainable future-proof design can stay true to its roots
of character and identity.

Hannes lists his inspirations from multiple input points, be it
fashion to technology, old civilizations to his daily social
environment.“There are no new design problems that cannot
be resolved from looking at other domains or times, even if it
is learning from their mistakes.”The collaboration and
cross-pollination of different disciplines births a dynamic
interchange of ideas between consultants and in-house talent
is shared within all offices. This is the DNA of UNStudio that
helps it evolve as a practice.

The interview draws to a close with Hannes stating that his
heroes are architects that think beyond a project. They link
societies with built environments, solve problems and improve
the world around them. Instead of getting bogged down by
deadlines and budgets, the heroes of the industry channel
their passion and motivation to create exceptional architecture,
focusing on the bigger picture and the impact of their designs
on humanity.

“I’
m not saying that architects can single-handedly save the
world but design can be very powerful. It can change the way
people behave, how they work, live and interact,”concludes
Hannes. By designing for the society of the future, it is hoped that
the Bukit Nanas project is a step forward to greener, healthier
architecture right here in KL.
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Introducing the Concept of Sponge City

01.
Kuala Lumpur’
s founding story stemming from the muddy confluence of the Gombak and Klang
rivers is a good hint that the city experiences periodic flooding in its vibrant past. While the city
has developed world class infrastructure like the SMART Tunnel to manage stormwater and
avoid flooding, we wonder why does flooding happen in urban city centres in the first place.

One of the main reasons to flooding are the poor water absorption of surface level materials,
such as asphalt and concrete, which promote quick water drainage instead. While efficient
drainage systems are capable of redirecting excess water under normal circumstances, they
become overwhelmed under the sudden volume of tropical downpours.

What is the‘Sponge City’concept?

After the devastating 2012 Beijing floods, the Chinese Government initiated an urban
development solution in 2014 called the‘Sponge City’
. The concept uses various techniques
such as rooftop gardens, permeable roads, rain gardens and green zones to improve water
absorption. Diffusion of these spaces around the city helps increase absorption of rainfall,
leading to the term‘Sponge City’
.

The improvement of water absorption means less waterlogged zones above ground, with lesser
topsoil runoff and clean groundwater as a natural movement of water. This natural solution also
reduces the dependency on drainage systems, lowering the costs of operation and improves
biodiversity through its greener and healthier urban spaces.

P16
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Growing Popularity
In China, this initiative has been growing in popularity over the past few years as it is their
goal to embed 20% built areas within each pilot district with sponge city functions by 2020,
reusing or absorbing 70% of rainwater runoff. Within the Group, the Shanghai Hongqiao
Vanke Centre embraces the Sponge City concept, embedding sustainability through its
water, land and energy conservation efforts and obtaining China’
s Green Building Label’
s
three-star rating in December 2017.

Although retro-fitting may be somewhat costly, the pros outweigh the cons when the
sponge city concept is considered in totality. As Malaysia is a tropical nation, flash flooding
and sudden downpours can be alleviated by this initiative. It is a worthwhile proposition to
consider for the benefit of Malaysia.

Sources:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/dec/28/chinas-sponge-cities-are-turning-streets-green-to-combat-flooding
https://www.worldfuturecouncil.org/sponge-cities-what-is-it-all-about/
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2019/jan/23/inside-chinas-leading-sponge-city-wuhans-war-with-water
http://theconversation.com/chinas-sponge-cities-aim-to-re-use-70-of-rainwater-heres-how-83327
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Green Operation & Vanke Green Technology

02.

Among one of the main commitments that sets Vanke Group apart from other developers is its
commitment to environmental protection. This focus includes green operation, green vegetation
research, green supply chain, green public welfare and waste sorting. Within this article, we take a
closer look at some of the latest in green buidings by Vanke Group.

Green Operation

The concept of green operation within the Group includes the
processes of development and implementation for business expansion
and day-to-day management. This is more comprehensive than just
the introduction of sustainable concepts such as low-carbon developments
Green Building Concept

and green building standards.
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Case Study: Shanghai Qibao Vanke Mall
Making indoor air quality the central theme in this mall
is the three-way closed loop of eco-technology,data
monitoring and humane care in an
‘ecological intelligent
business circle’
. Indoor air quality is optimized, improved,
monitored and controlled in real time through:

Vanke Green Technology
Vanke’
s Green Technology is centred around seven pillars,
namely, optimal land utilization, operational management,
indoor environment, emission reduction, material saving,
energy saving and Sponge City. While each country has their
respective green building standards, the China Green
Building Label awards sustainable features of each building
on a scale of one-to-three stars.

Electrostatic dust removal system
Effectively removes indoor PM 2.5 particles, formaldehyde,

Case Study: Shanghai Hongqiao
Vanke Centre

ozone and other air pollutants, reducing indoor PM 2.5
particles to concentrations below 50µg/m³.

China Green Building Label’
s highest level of three-stars has
been achieved by Shanghai Hongqiao Vanke Centre for

Bio-enzyme air treatment machine
Eliminates more than 98% of cross infections from indoor
airborne bacteria and microbes.

Operation in December 2017. Located in the Hongqiao CBD
core area, this centre achieves architectural sustainability for
its water, land, energy and material conservation, emission
reduction, being a‘Sponge City’
, indoor environment improvement

Real-time air quality monitoring point
Monitors indoor air quality by updating and publishing air
quality data instantly.

and operations management.

VA NKE EXPERIENTIAL HALL
Level 1 & 2, Menara IMC, 8, Jalan Sultan Ismail,
50250 Kuala Lumpur, Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur.
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